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Abstract. Effective discovery and sharing of process models within and/or 
across enterprises are important in process model management. A semantic an-
notation approach has been applied for specifying process semantic heterogene-
ity in the semantic process model discovery in our previous work. In this paper, 
the approach is further developed into a complete and systematic semantic an-
notation framework. Four perspectives are tackled in our framework: basic de-
scription of process models (profile annotation), process modeling languages 
(meta-model annotation), process models (model annotation) and the purpose of 
the process models (goal annotation). Ontologies, including modeling ontology, 
domain specific ontology and goal ontology, are used for annotation of process 
models to achieve semantic interoperability. A set of mapping strategies are de-
fined to guide users to annotate process models. 

1   Introduction 

A considerable amount of business knowledge is put into process models and scat-
tered within and across organizations. Therefore, the possibility to efficiently retrieve 
and reuse this knowledge is limited. A research problem in process model manage-
ment is to how cope with semantic heterogeneity of both process models and process 
modeling languages. The problem of semantic heterogeneity is even more critical in a 
situation of extensive cooperation and interoperation between distributed systems 
across different enterprises. The heterogeneity makes it difficult to manipulate the 
distributed process models in a centralized manner. Ontologies and semantic metadata 
provide a means to tackle this problem. Thus, we are using ontology-based semantic 
annotation to tackle the heterogeneous semantics of distributed process models. 

In our previous work [10, 11], the semantic heterogeneity problems of process 
models have been analyzed and the ontology-based semantic annotation approach has 
been applied in example applications to test the feasibility of the approach. In this 
paper, the semantic annotation approach is further developed and refined in a seman-
tic annotation framework, which contains profile annotation, meta-model annotation, 
model annotation and goal annotation.  

In order to differentiate process models, we specify a set of metadata to annotate 
the significant characteristics of process models, terming this the profile. Ontology 
provides an alignment of the different terminology and conceptualization used in the 
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models and in modeling languages. Thus, we use ontologies to relate constructs 
across different modeling languages, as well as to align domain specific terminology 
used in models. In this way we are able to solve semantic heterogeneity in model 
management. Furthermore, in order to facilitate goal-driven process model reuse we 
annotate process models using a goal ontology. This allows discovery of process 
models used for achieving certain (business) goals.   

The contribution of this paper is as follows. First, an extended and refined General 
Process Ontology (GPO) is presented that constitutes a semantic annotation frame-
work. Second, a process semantic annotation model (PSAM) is developed and pre-
sented formally. This explicitly defines all necessary annotation elements. Third, 
mapping strategies and rules for process model annotation are described to provide a 
better guidance in model annotation. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the theoretical basis on 
modeling and ontology of process models is discussed. Then, the semantic annotation 
framework and mapping strategies are described in details in section 3. In section 4, 
we define a process semantic annotation model and formalize it. In section 5 we com-
pare the approach with the related work. Finally, we conclude this paper and outline 
our future work in section 6. 

2   Theoretical Basis of Modeling and Ontology 

In this section we will discuss the relationship between process models and ontologies 
in the context of semantic interoperability and semantic annotation. 

 

Fig. 1. Relationship between ontology, model, meta-model and modeling language 

We adapt the semantic triangle [14] to define the relationships between model, 
meta-model, modeling language and ontology (see Fig. 1). A model is a conceptuali-
zation of referents and it is represented as a set of model denotations in a certain mod-
eling language. Model denotations are signs which signify concepts in the model. The 
model is an instance of a meta-model, and the meta-model defines a modeling lan-
guage. Typically, a same concept can refer to different referents in different models. 
In order for the machine to understand the heterogeneous semantics of the models 
(e.g. various signs of referents referring to the same concepts or synonymic signs of 
referents referring to different concepts), a common understanding of concepts has to 
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be formulized in a machine-interpretable way. An ontology is created for this pur-
pose. Here, concepts are conceptualized as an ontology.  

A meta-model is also a model – a model of the modeling language. Thus, a meta- 
model is the conceptualization of modeling referents referred by modeling concepts, 
and it can be concretized and represented as a specific modeling language. The mod-
eling ontology is a kind of methodology ontology which contains a vocabulary of the 
modeling concepts (constructs). According to Leppanen’s OntoFrame [9], the meta-
model can be adapted from the modeling ontology. Accordingly, the heterogeneous 
modeling languages can be aligned through annotating the meta-model by the model-
ing ontology.  

3   Semantic Annotation Framework 

In this section, we will describe our semantic annotation framework for process mod-
els in details. Four main annotation sets constitute the framework: namely, profile 
annotation, meta-model annotation, model annotation and goal annotation. They are 
discussed in more detail as follows. 

3.1   Profile Annotation 

The basic and characteristic features of a process model are described by a set of 
metadata in the profile annotation. We categorize metadata elements for profile anno-
tation according to the types of metadata – administrative, descriptive, preservation, 
technical and use [4]. 

 

Fig. 2. Profile annotation metadata elements 

We reuse some metadata elements from the Dublin Core metadata standard with pre-
fix ‘dc’ and create also additional metadata with prefix ‘profileAnno’ to describe the 
profile of a process model. These metadata elements are classified in Fig. 2.  

3.2   Meta-model Annotation 

In the meta-model annotation, we use a process modeling ontology as metadata to 
annotate the semantics of constructs in a modeling language. Therefore, we first 
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introduce our process modeling ontology, and then describe the way of annotating the 
semantics of meta-models of process modeling languages. 

3.2.1   Process Modeling Ontology – GPO  
The process modeling ontology is used to align the heterogeneous meta-models of 
process models. The process modeling ontology should provide a common conceptu-
alization of the concepts typically used in existing process meta-models or process 
modeling languages. In [10, 11], we built a General Process Ontology (GPO) accord-
ing to the investigation of some process ontologies and process modeling languages 
includeing PSL, TOVE, PIF-CORE, CPR, EEML, BPMN and BPML. The visual 
GPO model is represented in RML (Referent Modeling Language) [17] in Fig. 3. 
RML is a conceptual modeling language, which can be used to visualize an ontology 
model.  

⊆ 

⊆

 

Fig. 3. Visualization of GPO 

In our GPO (see Fig. 3 for visual model represented in RML (Referent Modeling 
Language) [17]), we include the following concepts which are usually modeled as 
modeling constructs in most process modeling languages: Activity, Artifact, Actor-
role, Input, Output, Precondition, Postcondition, Exception and WorkflowPattern. 
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Compared with our previous work [10, 11], GPO is updated here by changing the 
relations between Precondition, Postcondition and Activity into the relations between 
Precondition, Postcondition and Input, Output. Such update is made because the pre- 
or post- conditions are directly related to inputs and outputs of activities. It is not 
necessary to make an indirect relationship between pre- or post-condition and input or 
output through the connection of activity. Another extension of GPO in this paper 
includes refinement of WorkflowPattern into several more specific patterns according 
to van der Aalst’s workflow patterns [19], such as Choice (Exclusive Choice, Multi-
pleChoice, ParallelSpit), Merge (SimpleMerge, MultipleMerge, Synchronization) and 
Sequence, which are basic control workflow patterns supported by most process mod-
eling languages with logical symbols like AND, OR and XOR. The aim of including 
workflow patterns in GPO is for the user to navigate the preceding, succeeding, syn-
chronizing and exclusive activities, because those workflow patterns denote the se-
mantics of process orders. 

GPO is implemented as an ontology using Protégé according to the graphical GPO 
model in Fig. 3. The concepts in GPO will be mapped with meta-models of process 
modeling languages.   

3.2.2   Mapping Rules in Meta-model Annotation 
GPO is a mediator for the semantics of process concepts and it should not be seen as a 
new process modeling language, but a means to annotate the process modeling constructs. 

Meta-model annotation has to be done manually by experts who know the process 
modeling language to be annotated. The procedure of meta-model annotation is actu-
ally to set mapping rules between process modeling language constructs or meta-
model elements and GPO. The mapping rules consist of both one-to-one and 
one-to-many correspondences between GPO concepts and modeling language con-
structs or meta-model elements. There may be more complicated cases: a correspon-
dence between a GPO concept and a combination of some modeling language 
constructs or meta-model elements. To define the mapping rules for different cases, 
we categorize three types of modeling constructs – AtomicConstruct, Enumerated-
Construct and ComposedConstruct. Each single modeling language construct is an 
AtomicConstruct, an EnumeratedConstuct is an enumeration set of several Atomic-
Constructs, and a ComposedConstruct is composed of several AtomicConstructs.  

Mapping Rules: 

• One-to-one mapping: a GPO concept (e.g. GPO:Activity) is referred by an At-
omicConstruct (e.g. EEML:Task);  

• One-to-many mapping: a GPO concept (e.g. GPO:Artifact) can be referred re-
spectively by several modeling language constructs (e.g. EEML:Information 
Object and EEML:Material Object) which are enumerated in an Enumerated-
Construct;  

• One-to-combination mapping: a GPO concept (e.g. GPO:WorkflowPattern) is 
referred by the combination of those modeling language constructs (e.g. 
EEML:Flow and EEML:Decision Point) in a ComposedConstruct.  

A namespace metaAnno is used to encode meta-model annotation in these three 
mapping cases: 
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<metaAnno:AtomicConstruct rdf:ID=”CONSTRUCT_ID”>  
<metaAnno:refers_to   

rdf:resource=”&GPO_ONTOLOGY#MODELING_ONTOLOGY_CONCEPT”/> 
<metaAnno:modeling_language_construct  
   rdf:resource=”&MODELNG_LANGUAGE#LANGUAGE_CONSTRUCT”/> 

</metaAnno:AtomicConstruct> 

 
<metaAnno:EnumeratedConstruct rdf:ID=”CONSTRUCT_ID”>  

<metaAnno:refers_to 
rdf:resource=”&GPO_ONTOLOGY#MODELING_ONTOLOGY_CONCEPT”/> 

      <metaAnno:has> 
       <metaAnno:AtomicConstruct rdf:resource=”#CONSTRUCT_ID”>  

            … 
       </metaAnno:has> 

</metaAnno:EnumeratedConstruct> 
 
<metaAnno:ComposedConstruct rdf:ID=”CONSTRUCT_ID”>  

<metaAnno:refers_to 
rdf:resource=”&GPO_ONTOLOGY#MODELING_ONTOLOGY_CONCEPT”/> 

      <metaAnno:composed_of> 
        <metaAnno:AtomicConstruct rdf:resource=”#CONSTRUCT_ID”>  

               … 
      </metaAnno:composed_of> 

</metaAnno:ComposedConstruct> 

Once the mapping rules are defined for a certain process modeling language, the 
process models in that process modeling language can be described by the GPO con-
cepts, i.e. the GPO concepts are used as metadata to annotate the process semantics. 
We call the process models described by the GPO metadata as GPO-annotated proc-
ess model. The GPO-annotated process model will be formulized in the process se-
mantic annotation model (PSAM) in Section 4.  

3.3   Model Annotation 

When a process model is described by the semantic process annotation model, the 
process model looks similar to a Web service described by OWL-S. The semantics of 
the process can be interpreted by machine. However, the contents in the semantic 
process annotation model are only annotated with very abstract concepts like artifact, 
activity, actor-role, etc. The concrete domain information in the contents needs to be 
related with domain specific ontology in order to deal with the semantic heterogeneity 
of model contents. For example, two process models are both about travel booking 
domain. In one model, a concept called ‘client’ is annotated as an actor-role; while the 
concept named ‘customer’ is also annotated as actor-role in another model. If we map 
those two concepts to one concept in the travel booking domain ontology (in this case 
identifying them being synonyms), the machine will know how these two concepts 
are related, which helps to discover the related process model fragments. Therefore, 
we need to further annotate the model with domain specific ontologies. The model 
annotation facilitates the semantic discovery and navigation of process model frag-
ments, which are parts of process models. 

3.3.1   Model Annotation Scope  
The model annotation can be accomplished with the help of meta-model annotation, 
because the models related to domain information are usually artifacts, actor-roles, 
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activities and exceptions in the semantic process annotation models. Artifacts and 
actor-roles are usually static concepts. Those concepts are defined in a local domain 
model which provides the context of those concepts. The model annotation is to map 
the concepts in the local domain model to the concepts defined in the domain specific 
ontology. If the concepts are not defined in a local domain model, the mapping has to 
be defined by the user manually. The activities and exceptions are usually related to 
the task ontology in certain domains. Currently, most domain specific ontologies 
consist of only static concepts including few concepts about activities or tasks. Task 
ontologies can be seen as reference processes. One example is SCOR1 supported by 
SAP. Another example of task ontology is ontology of Laboratory Procedures from 
[8]: A LaboratoryProcedure is a subclass of the class of Health Care Activities and a 
Chemical is a subclass of the class of Substances; a Laboratory Procedure analyzes a 
Chemical and a Chemical is analyzed by a Laboratory Procedure.  

If the task ontology in a certain domain is available, the activities and exceptions 
can be annotated by concepts defined in the task ontology. If such task ontology can 
not be found, we can leave this part to the goal annotation, in which a set of prede-
fined goals are linked to the processes or activities.     

3.3.2   Mapping Strategies 
Different mapping strategies can be used between concepts in the model and the do-
main specific ontology. It can be simple ones which are applied in meta-model anno-
tation – by referring specific modeling constructs to corresponding domain concepts. 
It can also be more complicated through refined semantic relationships between con-
cepts used in models and concepts defined in domain ontology.  

Simple Reference. If the simple mapping by reference is applied, it assumes that almost 
all concepts in the model have equal or approximately equal concepts in the ontology. 
The semantic relationship of mapping can be defined as one type – refers_to. We have 
adopted such mapping strategy in the meta-model annotation to build the correspon-
dences of concepts between modeling languages and the GPO. In the model annotation, 
users can choose this strategy provided the concepts in the models are very close to the 
concepts defined in the domain specific ontology. The strategy of simple reference is 
easy to apply to map the concepts and also make it easy for the machine to infer the 
mapping relationships without complicated algorithms.  

Refined Semantic Relationships. Concepts used in process models are variously 
defined initially for different projects. Therefore, it might be difficult to find equally 
defined concepts in the domain specific ontology for process models. However, they 
are still within one domain, there must be some semantic relationships between con-
cepts in models and concepts in ontology. In order to represent the semantic relation-
ships precisely, we define some refined semantic relationships to link the concepts 
between models and ontologies for the model annotation.  

As described in section 3.3.1 the contents related to artifacts, actor-roles, activities 
and exceptions are those to be annotated by domain specific ontology concepts. Se-
mantic relationships and the corresponding annotation denotations generally used for 
the model annotation are listed in Table 1.  

                                                           
1 SCOR(Supply-Chain Operations Reference-model), see www.supply-chain.org 
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Table 1. Semantic relationships and corresponding annotation denotations 

Semantic Relationship Annotation Denotation 
Synonym alternative_name (terminology_level) 

same_as (concept level) 
Polysemy different_from 
Hypernym kind_of 
Hyponym superConcept_of 
Meronym part_of (Artifact) 

member_of (Actor-role) 
phase_of (Activity) 
partialEffect_of (Exception) 

Holonym compositionConcept_of 

Both synonym and polysemy relationships are symmetrical. Hypernym and hyponym 
are inverse relationships. Concepts in the ontology are more general, while model con-
cepts are relatively concrete for specific projects. Thus, kind_of is more often used than 
superConcept_ of when annotating model concepts with ontology concepts. We provide 
more human sense expressions of meronymic relationship for artifacts, actor-roles, 
activities and exceptions respectively. For artifacts, we use part_of, e.g. ‘Engine’ is a 
part of ‘Airplane’; for actor-roles, we use member_of, e.g. ‘Airline’ is a member of ‘Air 
Alliance’; for activities, we use phase_of, e.g. ‘Flying’ is a phase of ‘Travelling’; for 
exceptions, we use partialEffect_of, e.g. ‘Payment is cancelled’ is a partial effect of 
‘Booking has failed’.  The inverse relationship of meronym is holonymic relationship, 
which is seldom used in this framework because of the similar reason described for the 
hyponym relationship.  

We focus on the type level process models in this research, the relationship be-
tween instance and class is not included in the framework. We assume that instances 
are already defined by type-level model constructs in each process model. The con-
tents to be annotated are consequently on the type-level.  

Since after the meta-model annotation the model can be described as a GPO-
annotated process model, the model annotation can be done directly in the GPO-
annotated process model instead of original models. Thereby, the model annotation 
notations and markup annotation language will be formulized in the process semantic 
annotation model in section 4.  

3.4   Goal Annotation 

Each process described in a process model is oriented towards achievement of certain 
goals. Goal analysis is initially separated from process modeling. Nonetheless, there 
is a relationship between goals and activities. As discussed in [12]: “Goals (desired 
states of the world) and activities (actions performed to achieve a particular state) are 
clearly different. However, analyzing activities and goals together makes clear the 
parallel between decomposing a goal into subgoals to be achieved and decomposing it 
into primitive activities to be performed”. 

Some process modeling languages and tools support goal modeling as part of process 
modeling, such as EEML [7] implemented in the Metis tool2. Thus, a set of goals may 
                                                           
2 http://www.troux.com/  
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be already modeled locally and linked to process models. Having an ontology of goals 
(global goals) will enable to build the relations between local goals and global goals.  

In order to unify the semantics of the links between goals and process models and 
the relationships between local goal and global goal defined in goal ontology, we 
extend the annotation framework by additional links as follows. Achieves_lGoal rela-
tionship between an activity and a local goal and achieves_gGoal relationship be-
tween an activity and a global goal are used to denote that the activity can achieve the 
goal. Two types of relationships – supports and contradicts are defined for relation-
ships between a local goal and a global goal. Supports means the achievement of the 
local goal will help to achieve the global goal; while contradicts discloses that achiev-
ing the local goal will prevent the realization of the global goal. The above relation-
ships are formalized for the goal annotation in the process semantic annotation model 
in the following section.   

4   Process Semantic Annotation Model 

As discribed earlier, a process model is represented by GPO concepts in the meta-
model annotation. The content annotation and the goal annotation are applied on this 
GPO represented model. In this section, we formalize the GPO-annotated model to-
gether with the content annotation and the goal annotation as a process semantic an-
notation model. 

Definition 1. Process Semantic Annotation Model (PSAM) contains concepts of GPO, 
domain specific ontology and goal ontology and is defined as follows. 

),,,,,,,,,,,( glpospre PGGPDEOIWPAFARAVPSAM ΘΘ= . (1) 

Where AV is a set of activity composing a process, AR is a set of actor-roles interact-
ing with a process, AF is a set of artifacts participating in a process, WP is a set of 
workflow patterns, and each workflow pattern denotes an ordering of activities. I is a 
set of input parameters, O is a set of output parameters, preΘ is pre-conditions when a 
process starts, posΘ is post-conditions when a process ends, E is a set of possible ex-
ceptions occurring during a process. PD is a subset of domain ontology (D) concepts, 
i.e. DPD ⊆ , including static ontology concepts and task ontology concepts. lG is a set 

of local goals and gPG is a subset of goal ontology ( gG ), i.e. gg GPG ⊆  .  

Definition 2. An activity can be considered as a simple process. Therefore an anno-
tated activity is described as follows. 

 AVi =(id, model_fragment, name, alternative_name, has_Actor-role,  
  has_Artifact, has_Input, has_Output, is_in_WorkflowPattern_of, 
  has_Precondition, has_Postcondition, has_Exception,  
  subActivity_of, same_as, different_from, kind_of, superConcept_of, 
  phase_of, compositionConcept_of, achieves_lGoal, achieves_gGoal). 

(2) 

Each element in PSAM has id and name to uniquely identify the element. 
Model_fragment is the model fragment id in the original process model for keeping 
the link between the annotated model fragment and its annotation information. Alter-
native_name provides synonym of the name from terminology level. Elements 
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has_Actor-role, has_Artifact, has_Input, has_Output, is_in_WorkflowPattern_of, 
has_Precondition, has_Postcondition, has_Exception, subActivity_of denote the rela-
tionships between the activity and other related elements according to the GPO defini-
tion. The ids of the related elements are used in those relationships. We use same_as, 
different_from, kind_of, superConcept_of, phase_of, compositionConcept_of to anno-
tate the activities with domain ontology, i.e. using semantic relationship mapping an 
activity with concepts defined in domain ontology. Achieves_lGoal is to link the ac-
tivity to the id of a local goal and Achieves_gGoal links the activity to a global goal 
defined in the goal ontology. Ontology concepts are denoted by URI (Uniform Re-
source Identifier) in the process semantic annotation model. 

Definition 3. An actor-role is the person, agent or organization that interacts with an 
activity. The annotated actor-role is represented as follows. 

 ARi =(id, model_fragment, name, alternative_name, same_as, different_from, 
  kind_of, superConcept_of, member_of, compositionConcept_of). (3) 

Definition 4. An artifact is the thing consumed, used or produced in an activity.  

 AFi =(id, model_fragment, name, alternative_name, same_as, different_from,  
  kind_of, superConcept_of, part_of, compositionConcept_of). (4) 

Definition 5. A workflow pattern represents the type of the ordering of activities.  

WPi =(id, model_fragment, name, alternative_name). (5a) 

Refined workflow patterns are defined as follows. 

 Choicei =(id, model_fragment, name, alternative_name, has_inActivity,  
   has_outActivity, has_logicConnector). (5b) 

Where the cardinality of has_inActivity is 1. The has_logicConnector element of 
Exclusive Choicei, Multiple Choicei  and ParallelSpliti has value ‘XOR’, ‘OR’ or ‘AND’ 
respectively. 

 Mergei =(id, model_fragment, name, alternative_name, has_inActivity,  
   has_outActivity, has_logicConnector). (5c) 

Where the cardinality of has_outActivity is 1. The has_logicConnector element of 
Simple Mergei, Multiple Mergei, and Synchronizatione has value ‘XOR’, ‘OR’ or ‘AND’ 
respectively.  

 Sequencei =(id, model_fragment, name, alternative_name, has_inActivity,  
   has_outActivity). (5d) 

Where the cardinalities of both has_inActivity and has_outActivity are 1. 

Definition 6. Input and output are defined as parameters of an activity, which include 
value and data type. They are usually related to artifacts participating in the activity. 

Ii =(id, model_fragment, name, alternative_name, data_type, related_artifact) , 

Oi =(id, model_fragment, name, alternative_name, data_type, related_artifact) . 
(6) 
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If a same artifact related with both input parameter and output parameter of an activ-
ity, the state of the artifact must be changed through this activity. We call it 
transformation.  

Definition 7. Precondition and postcondition are presented by expressions to con-
strain input and output. The constraints are usually used as contract in services or 
process composition.  

pre
iΘ =(id, model_fragment, name, alternative_name, related_input) , 

pos
iΘ =(id, model_fragment, name, alternative_name, related_output) . 

(7) 

Definition 8. Exception happens in an activity and it can be handled by an activity.  

 Ei =(id, model_fragment, name, alternative_name, handler_Activity, same_as,  
  different_from, kind_of, superConcept_of, partialEffect_of, 
  compositionConcept_of). 

(8) 

Exception will be annotated using predefined exception types in domain ontology. 
The activity handling the exception is pointed out by handler_activity. 

Definition 9. Local goals are sometimes defined together with local process models 
and linked to activities in the process model.  

 l
iG  =(id, model_fragment, name, alternative_name, supports, contradicts). (9) 

The relationships between a local goal and activities are defined in activity element. 
Here we only annotate the relationships between a local goal and a global goal with 
supports and contradicts.  

Domain ontology (D) and goal ontology ( gG ) are defined in current Web Ontol-
ogy Languages, such as OWL. With the semantic process annotation model, the proc-
ess semantics of different models can be caught and represented by the concepts of 
GPO, domain ontology and goal ontology which harmonize the semantic heterogene-
ity of process modeling languages, models and process goals. Based on the above 
formalizations, we define a markup process semantic annotation language with name-
space psam by extending GPO ontological definitions in OWL using Protégé. Con-
sequently, the extension includes adding a concept LocalGoal and properties for all 
concepts. An example of this markup annotation language of representing an anno-
tated Artifact is below: 

<psam:Artifact rdf:ID=”ID”>  
<psam:model_fragment rdf:resource=”&MODEL_NAMESPACE#MODEL_ID”/> 
<psam:name>NAME</psam:name> 
<psam:alternative_name>ALTERNATIVE_NAME</psam:alternative_name> 
<psam:same_as 

rdf:resource=”&DOMAIN_ONTOLOGY#DOMAIN_ONTOLOGY_CONCEPT”/> 
<psam:different_from 

rdf:resource=”&DOMAIN_ONTOLOGY#DOMAIN_ONTOLOGY_CONCEPT”/> 
<psam:kind_of 

rdf:resource=”&DOMAIN_ONTOLOGY#DOMAIN_ONTOLOGY_CONCEPT”/> 
<psam:superConcept_of 

rdf:resource=”&DOMAIN_ONTOLOGY#DOMAIN_ONTOLOGY_CONCEPT”/> 
<psam:part_of 

rdf:resource=”&DOMAIN_ONTOLOGY#DOMAIN_ONTOLOGY_CONCEPT”/> 
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<psam:compositionConcept_of 
rdf:resource=”&DOMAIN_ONTOLOGY#DOMAIN_ONTOLOGY_CONCEPT”/> 

</psam:Artifact> 

5   Related Work 

Semantic interoperability is an active research area caused by the semantic heteroge-
neity in current information systems. Semantic interoperability is the ability to inte-
grate data sources developed using different vocabularies and different perspectives 
on data [16]. To achieve semantic interoperability, the semantics of data have to be 
machine-understandable.  

The most popular approach to tackle the semantic interoperability problem is to 
apply domain ontology. The domain ontology approach uses a machine understand-
able definition of concepts and relationships between concepts so that there is a 
shared common understanding within a community [16]. Semantic annotation is a 
way of linking domain ontology and data to align the semantics defined heterogene-
ously into agreed machine-understandable semantics. It is initially applied in annotat-
ing unstructured Web content and digital documents e.g. Web pages, digital texts or 
images with formally defined semantic metadata. The semantic annotation helps to 
achieve more precise and efficient information retrieval on the Web or from Digital 
Libraries. Later on, the concept of annotation is extended to the structured Web Ser-
vices to envision the Semantic Web Services. Semantically described services will 
enable better service discovery and allow easier interoperation and composition of 
Web Services [15]. The widely used Semantic Web Services Ontology Languages are 
DAML-S [1] and OWL-S [13] based on a W3C standard. Another emerging proposal 
for Semantic Web Services is from DERI3 which comprises WSMO4 (Web Services 
Modeling Ontology) and WSML (Web Services Modeling Language). Semantics of 
services content can be added to the services described either by syntactic Web Ser-
vice standards or ontology-based description language. The common factor in most of 
these approaches is relating concepts in Web Services to domain specific ontologies 
[15], so called the semantic annotation approach.  

The semantic annotation approach has been applied and tested on both unstruc-
tured and structured artifacts to achieve semantic interoperability. Seldom work is 
done on the semi-structured artifact, e.g. enterprise/business process models. In tradi-
tional information system development the process models were usually defined and 
used for a specific project within an enterprise. They were seldom reused in other 
projects or interoperated and integrated with other external process models. It is diffi-
cult to reuse models because of lacking of knowledge about the context of models, 
modeling methodologies, standards of modeling languages and also because of the 
semantic heterogeneity problem. 

Some ongoing European projects like INTEROP [6] and ATHENA [2] aim to 
achieve the interoperability of heterogeneous systems and applications across networked 
enterprises. The interoperability of enterprise models is one of important issues dealt 
with in both projects. They share a common objective of Enterprise Modeling, i.e. pro-

                                                           
3 http://www.deri.org/  
4 http://www.wsmo.org/  
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viding a set of core modeling methodology elements or a shared language for support-
ing collaborative enterprise design and management. In the INTEROP project, a com-
mon enterprise modeling language – UEML 2.1 adapted from the UEML project [18] is 
under development. The UEML comprises languages and techniques that can be used 
for exchanging information between enterprise modeling tools [3].  Similarly, the POP* 
methodology is proposed in ATHENA project including a set of common and basic 
modeling constructs to support model interchange. Although those two proposals are 
not directly associated with semantic annotation, both UEML and POP* provides com-
mon semantic definitions of modeling constructs primarily for model exchange between 
tools and not for reusing existing models [5].  

Our method deals with the heterogeneous semantic definitions of different process 
modeling languages by meta-model annotation through the General Process Ontology 
(GPO). Although GPO looks like UEML or POP*, it is defined as an ontology only 
concerning the process dimension not a modeling language covering all perspectives 
in the enterprise domain. GPO is defined in OWL in order to make use of semantic 
Web technology to create a computer-interpretable semantic markup language for 
process modeling in the Web environment. As a whole, our semantic annotation 
framework intends to achieve the semantic discovery of process models but not to 
focus on the enterprise model translation as UEML or POP* mainly do. Therefore, 
current UEML or POP* methodology only deals with semantic heterogeneity on mod-
eling language level. We have to address the semantic heterogeneity problem on both 
model and modeling language levels. Additionally the context of process models is 
also considered in our semantic annotation approach by employing the profile an-
notation and goal annotation. 

6   Conclusions and Future Work 

Based on our previous work, we have proposed a semantic annotation framework to 
manage the semantic heterogeneity of process models from the following perspec-
tives: basic description of process models (profile annotation), process modeling 
languages (meta-model annotation), process models (model annotation) and the pur-
pose of the process models (goal annotation). Three ontologies are used for annota-
tion purposes: General Process Ontology used for meta-model annotation, domain 
ontology for model annotation and goal ontology for process goal annotation. Fur-
thermore, we have defined a set of mapping strategies for guiding users to annotate 
models. Nevertheless, the formal process semantic annotation model (PSAM) is the 
main contribution of this paper. 

Further we are going to elaborate on the goal annotation part of the framework. A 
semantic annotation tool based on the framework is under development. We are look-
ing at the possibility to make it as a Plug-in for Metis, a powerful tool for enterprise 
modeling and meta-modeling. The techniques of integrating or importing ontologies 
into modeling tools are a primary interest. The validity of the mapping in meta model 
annotation and model annotation will be checked using DL (Description Logic) based 
reasoning mechanisms. The framework is going to be further evaluated by imple-
menting semantic process model discovery applications, and using this on selected 
case studies.   
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